
Follow these easy steps to make your own Bear Footprints

Here are a couple of prompts to help
your making session:
 
Q) Where do your bear footprints go? 
 
Q) What will you find there?
 
Q)  Can you create your own bear 
       adventure and turn it into a story?
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1)  Prepare your creative space with a suitable cover and an apron
     or old clothes for the artists. 
 
2) Take an old cardboard box and cut out a rectangular shape - 
     about A5 (half the size of a 'normal' sheet of paper. 
       
3) Take a sponge (any kind will do) and cut one large circle.
·        
4) With the rest of your sponge or a new one cut out three smaller
     circles, each with a point on the end for the bears claws. 
      You can do this freehand or draw the shapes on to the
       sponges before you start cutting them out. 
 
5) Assemble your footprint shape sticking them onto the 
    cardboard rectangle. 
 
6) Paint your footprint using paint and a brush and then stamp 
     onto the paper.  Tip:  This is fun if you have a roll of paper or
     any old wallpaper and you can create a series of bear prints
·        
If you want to make wet footprints outdoors, shallow fill a tray of
water and dip your footprint into the water being careful 
not to wet the card. Stamp onto the floor       
 

SAFETY FIRST: Please ensure a grown up uses scissors to safely 
 
The more texture your sponge has the better, can you make different prints of different sizes juts like
in the story Goldilocks and the Three Bears?
 

We will be making our very own bear footprint stamps. I wonder how big
your bears footprints will be? 
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Activity

Materials

Cardboard Box Sponge

Additional Information:

Paint OR
Water

PaperScissors Glue Paintbrush OR
Tray


